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The content industry extends beyond the realm of culture and is attracting attention as a promising
future industry, driving innovative growth in the national economy.
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For the sustainable advancement of our content, KOCCA supports the companies with innovative
content by providing policy financing and plans to lead the future content market by laying the
foundation for innovative growth as we promote leading immersive content.
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Introducing Korea Creative Content Agency, KOCCA.
As the umbrella government agency for Korea content industry promotion, Korea Creative Content
Agency supports the production of content by genre in the area of broadcasting, games, music,
fashion, animation, characters, cartoons, immersive content. KOCCA engages in planning, creative
production, distribution, overseas expansion, fostering companies, talent training, research and
development of culture technology, financial support and policy research for these content.

With the power of content and culture,
KOCCA will lead the innovative growth of Korea.

Moreover, to make our content take place in the daily lives of people around the world beyond
Korea, KOCCA will actively support overseas expansion and lead the new Korean Wave.

KOCCA HEADQUARTERS
- Animation Business Team
• Dawoon Jeong / Project Manager

E-mail. friendly0209@kocca.kr

5Bricks
Website. www.5bricksstudio.com
Add. #501, 60, Songam-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, 61740, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)62 674 3904 / Fax. +82 (0)507 561 3904 / E-mail. 5bricksstudio@gmail.com

5Bricks is a professional animated contents company based in Korea. Composed of professionals such
as writers and animators, designers and musician who have passion and love in the field of animation, we
pursue producing content with creativity and diversity from the warm stories to the visual interesting. Now
some animated projects such as 'Amazing 12' and 'Hana & Molly' have been produced with from high quality
and warm hearted stories to connect and communicate with the world.
Especially, with the collaboration of various global partners, a slapstick-adventure comedy TV series
animation, ‘Tata & Kuma' is ready to be distributed worldwide soon through various content platforms.
Seeking : co-production, investors, distribution companies

Hana and Molly

Production Year _ 2022 / Pre-production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Adventure / Pre-school

The adventure of colorful emotions begins!
“What are all these different emotions that I am experiencing and feeling inside?” The adventure of colorful emotions of 4 year old Hana
and her sock friend Molly who are curious about everything. Hana & Molly is to inspire little kids to understand their own and other’s
emotions through playful adventures that help them laugh and learn. Every episode showcases different types of emotions that help
preschoolers get to know themselves better through captivating stories.
Hana & Molly would be the Iconic friends of the preschoolers and their parents. Hana and Molly doesn’t want to be a typical animation
characters that aims to ‘educate unilaterally’ the kids, who exist only inside of screens . They want to be real friends who share, empathize,
and understand & talk together about what they feel and how to react on what they feel who always stay around in kids' real lives.
With this emotion/experience-sharing, Hana & Molly wants to be heart-warming friends of the kids who really exists around their everyday lives.
Hana & Molly would provide the group of friends, who are fully of curiosity and freely express/share their emotions, a world of full of fun
and adventure, the heart-warming stories that kids may experience in their everyday lives, and musics & songs that kids can enjoy at
home & kindergarten with their families and friends.
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Amazing 12

Production Year _ 2022 / Pre-production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy adventure

'Amazing12' follows a buddy comedy adventure which is based on the 12 Asian Zodiac animals. Caro the cat and Vidal the moon
bear want to be in 12 animal Zodiac who are representatives and celebrities of the Animal city. Everyday they have challenges
with 12 animals or look for funny solutions to get in.
Caro, the heroic troublemaker but warm hearted and Vidal who is charm and love life in order, are front characters of the show.
They believe they are the coolest and the most super in the animal universe and are always uncomfortable with the fact that they
are not belonging to 12 zodiacs.
There are also 12 zodiac animals who have unique personality and design. Bembem, the snake sisters are the famous youtubers
and influencers and CooRi, the pig girl has multiple personality. ToTo is the charming rabbit rockstar and YangYang is the
narcissist as well as beauty professional.
With these 12 Zodiacs and the duo, the dynamic, various storytellings by re-interpreting a classic zodiac story and adding current
trendy elements are under development now.
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Aurora World Corporation
Website. http://eng.auroraworld.com
Add. 624, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3420 4114 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3420 4004 / E-mail. content-dev@auroraworld.com

Aurora World, an emerging leader in the global content industry, has been at the top of the plush toys market
with outstanding product design and sales network. Aurora World is now transforming many of its beloved
plush toy characters into media content. YooHoo & Friends, with two seasons of 2D animation series and
one season of 3D re-launch, has become a global hit, with educational themes that feature endangered
animals as well as helping kids understand global climate change.
Seeking : Co-production Partner

YooHoo, That’s Who

Production Year _ 2020 / In Preprod
Eps × Min _ 30 × 7
Genre _ Comedy Adventure
Definition _ 2D CGI

YooHoo, That’s Who! centers around YooHoo, an earnest, innocent, over-enthusiastic bush baby who has never met
a problem he can’t trample...er, tackle.
Together with Meeree, an audacious and over-confident fellow bush baby, YooHoo and Meeree are on a journey to
become "Ready-Rangers" – YooTopia's fun brand of brave and responsible forest ranger!
Ready-Rangers are the well-respected keepers of nature, lovingly protecting it from droughts, disasters, destruction
of habitats and any other perils YooTopia might face!
As Rangers-in-Training, YooHoo and Meeree don’t have nearly enough experience and knowledge they need to help!
Yep, instead of helping, YooHoo and Meeree end up causing one comic calamity after the next. But in YooTopia, good
intentions are ultimately rewarded, and YooHoo and Meeree use their innocent, big-hearted instincts to steer them
through trouble. And they learn a thing or two about endangered species along the way.
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OYOYO

Production Year _ 2020 / In Preprod
Genre _ Music & VLOGs
Definition _ 2D & 3D

OYOYO is the name of the pop idol group that consists of cute feline humanoids. These fabulous cats sing and dance
to encourage the young fans everywhere to be more self-confident and whimsical.
OYOYO is not a traditional animation series. It will feature on new media platforms that work best with music and
short-form content. Targeted towards early tween girls everywhere in the world who follow K-pop, OYOYO will consist
of two different types of video content.
The main content is 3-minute CGI music videos both in 2D and 3D, released as a standard digital single on video
platforms as well as music audio streaming service.
These music videos will also be accompanied by several 5 minutes videos that compliment the music such as the
choreography videos, acoustic and/or acapella covers, as well as member interviews.
However, in between digital single drops, we will also be creating 1-2 minute v-logs that are updated weekly to flesh
out the world in which these cats reveal their pop star lives behind the curtain, off-stage.
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Campfire Aniworks Co., Ltd.
Website. www.campfireani.com
Add. 3F, 52-7, Donggyo-ro19gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6013 5677 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6081 5677 / E-mail. campfire4524@hanmail.net

Campfire Aniworks (CFA) is a company that creates a culture which is the whole family can enjoy together
through content. It is a content company established in 2017 led by the founding members of Olive Studio,
which made Cocomong. Campfire Aniworks has united its key personnel who produced Cocomong, Pororo,
and Tayo for global success based on their experience. Campfire Aniworks is a young company that is
creating content that combines workability and business feasibility in the global market.
Seeking : Investor, Co-production, Pre-sale

The Bigfoots

Production Year _ 2022 / Post-Production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Family sitcom
Definition _ HD

A mysterious adventure of the dinosaur family!
The Bigfoot Family, the last dinosaur family of this era, lives on a chaotic island floating alone in the far sea. Bigfoot
families are different in appearance and personality, but they always live happily and harmoniously. There is the
troublemaker little dinosaur Poppu, the cute follower baby dinosaur Ppippu, the cheerful genius an inventor mother
dinosaur Mammamia, the coward chef father dinosaur Papatuk, the forgetful grandmother dinosaur Granny, the old
grandfather dinosaur Oldfoot who is good at old stories, and the music-loving uncle dinosaur Unclerock. The Bigfoot
family goes on an adventure through a magical volcano, riding an eggshell that transforms itself into a variety of rides.
Underground exploration today, underwater exploration tomorrow! Magic Volcano in the middle of a chaotic island is
an amazing space-moving device that takes Bigfoot family everywhere.

Project Showreel
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Rainbow Bubblegem

Production Year _ 2022 / Production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ The magical adventures
Definition _ HD

The land school challenge of lovely mermaid princesses in the sea!
Purple, the mermaid in the sea kingdom, secretly goes on a land tour and is in danger of revealing its identity to
humans. At the moment Purple asks for help to the sleeping bubblegem's, Guardian Fairy. The guardian of bubblegem
transforms Purple into a human being. However, due to the excessive use of magic, bubblegem was cut into pieces
and scattered on land. Whitegold, the queen who rules the sea, orders the seven mermaid princesses who live in
the sea kingdom to attend schools on land and collect all the scattered bubblegem. Meanwhile, deep under the sea,
a sea witch takes advantage of this opportunity to send her men to land to take away the bubblegem. Can seven
mermaid princesses who grew up only under the sea apply well to school life on land? And can they defeat the sea
witch's obstruction and collect all the scattered bubblegem? The rainbow-colored exciting adventure of the seven
princesses begins!
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Hello Mr. Sunglass

Production Year _ 2022 / Production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Edutaiment
Definition _ HD

An amazing adventure in daily life using five senses with baby animals!
An informative and educational content to learn about objects through a game familiar to toddler, hide-and-seek! A tiny
daily adventure of pink bunny Eaya who hears cheerful sound well, glutton puppy Coco who smells tasty food well,
and shy baby eagle Looka who can see in a long distance well begins. Mr. Sunglasses who can appear whenever,
wherever and in any forms to make the adventure of children even more amazing! Find Mr. Sunglass with baby
animals and go on a pleasant expedition of feeling and experiencing amusing objects and spaces with five senses!
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Character Factory MANGCHI
Website. cfmangchi.modoo.at
Add. 14730 / 4f, 21, Gyeongin-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / Fax. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / E-mail. newthisstart@naver.com

Character Factory MANGCHI is a company of character design, character licensing, animation planning,
character products selling. we have character brands of Alien PPIO, black gomdung, halabum, bboshong
friends, ru and shoo, Cheer up! PPUO PPUO, and A.I robot DUBI and DUBA, red blood. we have some
animation projects .
Seeking : Co-production, investor

alien ppio

Production Year _ Early development
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Adventure

alien ppio story is started together with cracking of cosmos.
excellent aliens analyzed the cause of cracking. in a result, the cause is that the precious value of life energy is
disappeared fast recently. and so, aliens send the represntation on other planets to protect the precious value of life
energy.
alien ppio is the representation on the earth.
alien ppio adventure to find the 7 precious value of life energy together with kids(gun and saerom)in earth. alien ppio
make an effort to find that and run away from police and etc. but, finally alien ppio succeed mission and stay on the
earth not a stranger.

Project Showreel
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etc. Another episodes of alien ppio follow on the Earth
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halabum

Production Year _ Early development
Eps × Min _ 26 × 5
Genre _ Sitcom

The tiger HalaBum goes to the island of Jeju Island in search of romance, covering the world with sunglasses, leaving
behind things such as competition, success, and money in land. On the new Jeju Island, there are Bongjour that
protects the fruit of Hallabong Peak, stone swordsmen who have been handed down since ancient times, and various
people and animals. Although Halabum came to enjoy a leisurely life alone, he goes through various events and daily
lives in Jeju Island and builds a new relationship. Then, halabum find an old treasure map. What treasures are hidden
in Jeju Island, a volcanic island? Can halabum find a true treasure of life that he haven't found on land while following
the treasure map?
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a.i robot dubi and duba

Production Year _ Early development
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Sitcom

Alpha(self-consciousness caused by the combination of big data and artificial intelligence) coordinate robots to
liberate themselves and wage wars with humans, but through peace agreements with humans, Alpha was created for
the first self-assisted artificial intelligence robot. However, the shape cannot be made into a human form.
An interesting story of school life unfolds with Dubi and duba, the first artificial intelligence robot with self-will, and a
monitor robot that monitors it.
At first, dubi and duba cannot adapt to school life, but they help their friends' difficulties, and become human friends.
In the meantime, he uses his power to help humans and becomes a hero. On the contrary, robots designed to monitor
them rather envy Dubi and duba, who is becoming heroes, put humans in danger, and interfere with Dubi and duba.
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Chungdahm Media Inc.
Website. https://cereels.com
Add. BSTower 6F, 162, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea 04791
Tel. +82 (0)2 6078 6109 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6078 6199 / E-mail. michelle@chungdahmmedia.com

Chungdahm Media Inc., an affiliate of 'Chungdahm Learning’ which is Korea's leading ESL company, started
with creating storytelling content that organically combines language and art to promote creativity. We are
producing a various type of contents targeting the short-form content market. We are developing creative
storytelling contents by our international members of talented writers, professional musicians of various
music genre and excellent animators. This is how we can make content with a wide variety of genres of
stories, music, and artistic styles.
Seeking : Acquisition, Investor, Distributor, Co-production Partner

Ella Gator

Production Year _ 2021 / Planning
Eps × Min _ 26 × 5
Genre _ Comedy, Adventure
Definition _ HD

[Achievement] <CeREELs> YouTube channel was started on April 2020 and currently has about 176K subscribers
and 64M views as of August 2021. Starting with North America, traffic is gradually expanding in EU and S.E.A.
Ella Gator’s web series is expected to be the first successful IP with a cumulative 64M views on <CeREELs>
YOUTUBE channel. We are planning to develop this to longer format 26ep x 5mins
[Story concept] Ella represent kids who feels they are different, unique and hard to get along with others where they
belong. Audience can be easily connected with Ella’s emotion who is questioning about who she is and why she is so
different than others. The audience will enjoy watching Ella’s adventure to find herself.

Project Showreel
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[Synopsis] Meet Ella Gator! Ella was adopted into a loving family of alligators. But as she grows up, she starts to
realize that she’s... different than others around her. She decides to go on a trip to find out who she is.
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DooBar Inc.
Website. www.doobar.co.kr
Add. Unit 1722 Xi Tower B 67, Saebitgongwon-ro, Gwangmyeong-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6299 7166 / Fax. +82 (0)504 250 8590 / E-mail. doobar@doobar.co.kr

We, DooBarKong & Friends, have started our character delelopment since 2018 and have focused on
providing educational rhymes and video content services for ages 0 to 5.
We have also entered the production of our digital fairy tale since Decmeber of 2021.
Along with this, We are to expand our team as we are looking for dedicated, and creative individuals to
proudly stand aside and represent DooBarKong.
Seeking : Co-production, Investors

Doobarkong

Production Year _ 2021 / Pre-production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 6
Genre _ Children
Definition _ 2D

Doobarkong story spreads in the middle of an isolated desert full of pyramids and sphinxes, where our friends can be
found on an oasis background.
The sunshine reaches down every now and then, where it seems like no one can be found. But here the story of the
6 main characters of DoobarKong begins!
It might not look friendly like a kitten or a puppy, but curiosity will tingle you as Leopard gecko appears. With the 6
distinct characteristics of each.

Project Showreel
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DreamFactoryStudio
Website. www.dreamfactorystudio.co.kr
Add. 3F, Chosun Refractories Building Seolleung-ro 577, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6203 1843 / E-mail. kunyhong@dreamfactorystudio.co.kr

DreamFactoryStudio is one of the well-known 3D animation studio in S.Korea, established on 2014. Mainly
focused on 3D CGI animated series, we have launched top quality animations as Zelly Go, Pong Pong Dino,
Monster Agent, Dream Factory and Robot Trains. Through developing our own IPs, we are focusing on IP
licensing business as well and letting our IPs to cooperate with oversea agencies and licensees. As our
company’s slogan“Let’s make the World Dream,”We will keep knock on the door and will extend our dreams
to the world. Gathered up with talented, creative members and experts on fields. Hope to share our amazing
films and IPs with all nations and people.
Seeking : Co-Production / Contents Buyer / Licensing Agent

Pong Pong Dino

Project Showreel
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Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 52 × 7
Genre _ Edutainment

For children who earn creativity and mutual respect through play, we present the world of “Pong Pong Dino”, where
everything becomes ‘play.’ Here 5 kids living in a fantastical gigantic food world, is about to start an adventure. Where
veggies, fruits, breads, snacks, jellies and chocolates appear magivally in exaggerated proportion. Making kids instinctively
not only to bite and rip, but also to roll over and bounce up and down the mushroom trampoline, using juicy lemons as water
guns, jump roping with stretchy cheese.
“Pong Pong Dino” kids explore foods in their own way using their five senses with creative mindsets. Instead of suggesting
a conventional, straightforward solution to the problem by an adult, kids listen to their friend’s opinions and learn how to
solve problems by cooprtating each other. Welcome to PongPong world where the kids learn and grow through out funfun time. To help children eliminate preconceptions about certain foods, it makes them to feel interested and intimate with
food. Dinosaur kids are costumed in dinosaurs. They act and think as 2-4 years old, but sometimes they show exaggerated
power and skills during the play just like the dinosaurs they wear. Food, the huge scale of food will transform itself into a
mysterious and enjoyable playground by taking advantage of the scale difference with the children.
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Electural
Website. www.electuralstudio.com
Add. 701 Ho, 46, Ilsan-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 8717 8531 / E-mail. yoon@electuralstudio.com

Electural is a creative studio. We develop characters, stories, and animations with creative ideas and
designs. We hope to convey jot to kids and families all over the world through our characters and stories.
Seeking : Network or production partners who can co-development, co-production, or investment Partners

UniDog

Production Year _ 2024 expected / in-development
Eps × Min _ Feature Animation(90 mins)
Genre _ Comedy / Action

UniDog was kicked out of Unicornpia, the World of unicorns, to Earth for being a unicorn dog. But with the unicorn's
magic powers, he becomes the best secret agent dog on Earth! Will he be able to protect humanity from villains
threatening the peace of the World?

Project Showreel
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Homecafe Project
Website. www.cafeancy.com
Add. Room 1508, Triplex, 116 Munraebuk-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 2677 8614 / E-mail. studioancy@naver.com

The home cafe project developed a high-end IP character content called Cheolpuduck Friends. Based on
these characters, it is a company that hopes to enter not only Korea but also overseas by developing food
and beverage links, goods, webtoons, and VR games. With this character IP, The company won the 2021
Gyeongbuk Content Agency Best Content Webtoon Award and the Gyeongbuk Content Agency GCF Festival,
and also holds music trademarks and copyrights for content IP. By linking the current Merchandizing technique,
we completed the "Cheolpuduck Friends" webtoon, completed a VR game production plan where elementary
school students can access educational elements more interestingly, and also received certification for
innovative growth types of venture companies. We will continue to contribute to the Korean content business.
Seeking : Publishing

Chulpudock Friends Animation

Production Year _ 2021 / Making a story
Genre _ Comic

Pudock, a young man in his 20s born in Pohang, Gyeongsangbuk-do.
After becoming an adult, he came up to Seoul dreaming of a splendid and sophisticated life.
However, he realized that life in Seoul was not easy because he was blocked by a higher real wall than he thought.
The story of Pudock, who is happy to have friends who live in Seoul and help each other whenever they have a crisis.

Project Showreel
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ICONIX
Website. www.iconix.co.kr
Add. 64, Pangyu-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 13486, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2582 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2701 / E-mail. sunghee@iconix.co.kr

ICONIX, a global leading animation company in Korea, has been the trend forkids’ animation. By utilizing
creative characters and advanced production system, it has established a strong brand of animation.
Major works include: ‘Pororo the Little Penguin’, ‘Tayo the Little Bus’, ‘Titipo Titipo.’ Today, ICONIX is
diversifying its content to various domains, including publication, music, show, and theme park activities.
Such successful performances have led to distribution to 160 countries – continuing the lead in global
animation market.
Seeking : TV Broadcasters, OTT & IPTV operators

Pororo the Little Penguin Season 7

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Kids Animation

Pororo and his friends live in Porong Porong Village, where it's covered in white snow and thick ice. The friends of
Porong Porong Village have different looks, personalities and interests, so there are happenings everyday. They
quarrel every time, but they are good friends who wisely solve problems and help each other.

Project Showreel
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Tayo, the Little Bus S6

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Kids Animation

Tayo and little buses are city buses in the city where various transportations live together! Little buses' home where
they had various experiences has been refurnished. What else will happen in the 'second floor garage' with long slide
and the thrilling 'round and round parking tower playground'? Korea's leading transportation animation 'Tayo, the little
bus' is with cool friends that children like, including new cargo plane 'Cargo' and powerful container truck 'Long'. Meet
the incomparably fun stories of Tayo and his friends!
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Tayo and Little Wizards

Production Year _ 2020
Eps × Min _ 10 × 11
Genre _ Kids Animation

Tayo and the little buses get caught in between the battle of wizards in the human world. They absorb a part of
the Stones of the Sun that the evil wizards were trying to take for themselves. To obtain the Stone of the Sun now
absorbed by the little buses and take over the world with it, the evil wizards disappear with Rogi, Lani, and Gani. Tayo,
who is left alone, travel to the magical world with Carly, Bird, and Gray. There, Tayo meets a little wizard named Luna
and together, they enter the magic school to learn magic to save his friends. Join Tayo on a mysterious and magical
adventure with new friends in a new world! The amazing magic of the little buses that has never been seen before
begins!
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KidsLoop Co., Ltd.
Website. www.badanamu.com
Add. 14F, 420 Dosandae-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, South Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 7375 4632 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6480 7922 / E-mail. gina.kang@kidsloop.live

Since KidsLoop launched its IP brand Badanamu in 2011, we have been creating high-quality, educational
content for children ages 0-7 in the belief that creativity, emotional engagement, and active learning are the
foundation of children’s growth. Our content consists of highly engaging songs and superb quality stories,
which have been viewed over 40 billion times on various global VOD platforms. We also offer an innovative
adaptive learning solution that features live and interactive classes, an integrated content library, and robust
content authoring tools for educators.
Seeking : Co-production, OTT Platform, Linear/VOD Content Buyer

My Friend Bada

Production Year _ In Development
Eps × Min _ 52 × 12
Genre _ Childrens’ Animation

My Friend Bada is a new educational preschool series in which Bada shares a unique, playful journey related to each
day’s theme.
Our goal is to create a rich shared experience between Bada and young viewers to elevate Bada from being just
another character to being something closer to a friend.
Each theme will be important to preschoolers and will be explored from a variety of angles to provide children with a
multifacted experience.
My Friend Bada will open their minds to different ways of viewing and enrich children’s appreciation of everyday
topics. It will feature a mixed-media approach that will give the series a fresh and dynamic look and sound.

Project Showreel
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Badanamu Stories

Production Year _ 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Childrens’ Animation

Badanamu Stories explore the themes central to the lives of preschool children but are filled with wonder and
excitement. Whether it’s a walk in the rain, bathtime, or planting a garden, ordinary happenings in Badanamu always
burst with extraordinary fun. Through complete story engagement, young viewers soak up important social, emotional,
and practical lessons such as positive relationship building, creative learning, and fostering curiosity.
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Badanamu Songs

Production Year _ 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 400+ × 0-5
Genre _ Music Video
Definition _ 2D

Badanamu Songs is a collection of high-quality music videos that emotionally engages learners and introduces
educational topics in a fun and exciting way. Whether it’s classic nursery rhymes, ABCs, phonics, or songs about
insects and animals, there is something for everyone.
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LOCO Co., Ltd.
Website. www.locoent.com
Add. 101, Toegye-ro 20na-gil 9, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7525 5352 / Fax. +82 (0)70 8677 5540 / E-mail. kimsuyeong@locoent.com

LOCO strives to become a global leader in the production and creation of kids educational and entertainment
contents and derivative products. Utilizing our experience, design and planning capabilities, we seek to
develop and create creative and profitable content, services and derivative products to maximize the
educational and entertainment experiences for kids. Through our IPs we have expanded our business scope
into animation production, original song creation, toy production, musical play performances, publishing,
licensing, and new media content creation.
Seeking : Co-production, Distributor, Licensing/Merchadising Agency

Princess Pring
in the Birthday Kingdom

Production Year _ 2015~ / Production
Eps × Min _ 39 × 11
Genre _ Musical Fantasy Adventure

“Everyday Birthday♪”
In the Birthday Kingdom, there is Princess Pring, who makes a child's birthday wishes come true.
On their birthdays, the most precious day of the year for children, Princess Pring sends a blue butterfly invitation to
bring the birthday kids on a rabbit bus to the birthday kingdom to make their long-cherished wish to happen in real with
fabulous happy birthday songs and wonderful celebration performances. Princess Pring and her birthday kingdom’s
friends endeavor to present you with very special magic to support children’s growth and dreams.
Now, You are invited to the adorable Princess Pring's Birthday Kingdom, full of dreams and magic. Everyday is a
Birthday!

Project Showreel
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Snowcat

Production Year _ 2021 / Pre-production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 5
Genre _ Comic, Adventure

“Snowcat's Mistake-ridden Growth Diary”
Snowcat is the well-known first generation Webtoon in Korea.
The cute and wacky, Snowcat is a classic character design over time, and Snowcat worries about human relationships
are a story that anyone can relate to across all generations and borders. Also, there is possible to merchandise
Snowcat that everyone from kids to adults will love. Now, we introduce the brand-new Snowcat original animation.
It’s okay to make mistakes to learn new things. That will bring better you, better me.
A daydreaming Snowcat walks into the new and small world of school and community, build friendships learn love in
a broad sense, and grow up from dynamic episodes with different types of friends and neighbors.
We dream that this is the epic moment of a start of the global character that will be loved by everyone for long from
all ages.
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MESE
Website. www.mochitown.co.kr/
Add. 1010 Digital-ro 242-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 852 6171 / Fax. +82 (0)2 852 6175 / E-mail. mese@mese.co.kr

MESE Co., Ltd. develops, produces and distributes various character products including ‘Mochi Town’. We
also produce puppet show, stop-motion, 2D and 3D combined animated series using our original technology.
Meet our products through the official MESE online mall and 100 domestic, 50 Chinese offline distributors.
Seeking : TV Broadcast, Co-production, Investment, License

Camem & Bert’s Food Truck

Production Year _ 2022 / In Production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 6
Genre _ Educational Comedy

Camem and Bert are two cat siblings who run a cute food truck in the forest. They are assisted by their friends in
the forest. The cats cook dishes for their friends with the inspiration from Grandma's magic cookbook. What shall we
cook today?!

Project Showreel
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Moggozi Co., Ltd.
Website. www.moggozi.com/
Add. (08390) 1204, 1205-ho, 288, Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 862 5020 / Fax. +82 (0)2 863 5020 / E-mail. contact@moggozi.com

“We [play] to move children’s dreams” being our business motto, Moggozi aims to produce, distribute kids’
IPs as a comprehensive entertainment. Moggozi demonstrates competitive and strategic content planning
with the help from highly qualified experts in the production management team. We strive to provide a
flexible organizational culture to become pioneers creating various types of content business models.
Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT platforms, toy companies

LITTLE DREAMER GGUDA

Production Year _ 2
 021 / season 01
2022 / season 02
Eps × Min _ 26 × 7(S01) / 26 × 11(S02)
Genre _ Adventure, Fantasy

This is a story about 5 kids who enjoy everyday life as they want to be on a tiny beautiful island. They can turn into a
captain of spaceship, an idol of a singer and dancer, a detective of nature, a doctor curing all sickness, and a sports
hero. In their whimsical imaginative world, they can be whatever they want to be to solve the problem.

Project Showreel
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Monster Studio
Website. monsterstudio.tv
Add. #414, 124, Chipyeong-ro, Seo-gu, Gwangju, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 2665 5528 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6956 4250 / E-mail. monsterstudio@breadbarbershop.com

Monster Studio is an animation studio established in July of 2016 to produce 'Bread Barbershop', its first
project. The company was founded by JiHwan Jung, formerly with Iconix and HyunAh Ko, formerly with
Tuba Entertainment where they participated in the production of the series Larva, Pororo and Little Bus
Tayo. Bread Barbershop 1&2 have been successfully broadcasted with great performance. Season 3 part1
is broadcasting in Korea and part2 is in processing.
Seeking : TV Channel, Licensing Agency

Bread Barbershop
Season 1, 2, 3

Production Year _ S1: 2019, S2: 2020, S3: 2022
Eps × Min _ S1: 39 × 7.5, S2: 26 × 11, S3: 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy Sitcom

A hilarious new animated sitcom for 6-9 kids.
In a world, where all the characters are different kinds of food, our hero is a slice of bread who is a master cake
decorator. All the cupcakes in town come to his barbershop to have their decorations styled.
Using his unrivalled skill and ingenuity, his makeovers transform the lives of his customers, who come to him with all
the imaginable problems a cupcake might have. And a few unimaginable ones as well. Nothing which can't be solved
by a quick makeover...or should that be cakeover?

Project Showreel
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Cherrytoon

Production Year _ 2022
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Web animation

Cherrytoon is a web animation series about an ordinary teenage girl named Cherry and the people around her.
Cherry, as a storyteller, she tells you her friends' stories.
The stories follow a broad range of genres, including horror, romance, comedy, and thriller.
Come enjoy Cherry and her friends' stories!
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MOSTAPES
Website. www.mostapes.com
Add. 4F, 8, Eonju-ro 170-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 566 0390 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3444 0390 / E-mail. biz@mostapes.com

Mostapes is a content creation company located in Seoul, Korea. Since 2012, we have been further
increasing our professionalism through original IP creation, animation production, game development, and
commercial work.
Our goal is providing high-quality content that brings laughter to the world. To realize the vision, Mostapes
works closely with global partners in the entertainment industry who share the same dream.
While searching for other collaborative opportunities, Mostapes is channeling the passion into original IP
productions such as the preschool show <Chippyhood> and the comedy-action series <Iron Dragon>.
Seeking : Every Opportunity

Dinosally

Production Year _ In Development
Eps × Min _ 78 × 5
Genre _ Preschool
Definition _ 2D

A peppy, plucky, pink young dinosaur named Sally goes on adventures in Dino Town with her friends. In Dino Town
where everything is possible, Sally and her two besties, Blambi and Tibo see a super exciting opportunity for fun
every day. Most of all, Dino School is Sally’s favorite place to be. Her teachers and friends are there. Sally is roaring
fun whether she is in class or out on a field trip! THUMP! THUMP! The spectacular and dinotastic things will happen
if she has friends to stomp along with!

Project Showreel
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TITLE: Dinosally
LENGTH: 5 minutes, 78 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Pre-School
TARGET: Young Preschooler, Family
STATUS: In Development
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Iron Dragon

Production Year _ In Development
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comedy-Action
Definition _ 2D

Iron and his incredible adventure! Young Iron is a raw cadet, who aspires to be a Monster Master. With his talking toy bear
Slime, an evil sword named Mos and a stern, warrior-magician named Xina, they travel the vast, magical realm of Pantopia
on a quest to restore their master, the Wizard Ssabu, back to life and recover Monster Eggs of unimaginable magic power.
TITLE: Iron Dragon
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 52 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Comedy-Action
TARGET: 7-11 YO, family
STATUS: In Development
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Naughty Nuts

Production Year _ 2017 / In Library
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy
Definition _ 2D

Almondo Detective Agency investigates every criminal case in Nut City.
The agents include Ken, a newbie who desires to become a legendary detective, the hot-headed boss Almondo,
the timid intern Crust, and the genius dog Asso. Along with his agency crew and fellow friends Amanda and Fred,
Ken tries to solve problems created by evil villains and numerous contenders. Unfortunately, things always don’t go
as planned.
TITLE: Naughty Nuts
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 26 episodes
FORMAT: Full HD 2D
GENRE: Comedy, Detective, Adventure
TARGET: 7-11 YO, Family
STATUS: In Library
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Pingo Entertainment Co., Ltd.
Website. www.pingo.kr
Add. 107, 60 Jejung-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 400 5409 / Fax. +82 (0)2 401 5409 / E-mail. shanneljpak@pingo.kr

Established in 2016, Pingo Entertainment specializes in planning and producing full CGI Animation for TV
series and theatrical versions of 3D animation. We are a talented team of specialists from various fields of
animation. As a multimedia entertainment company, we not only want to develop our original ideas into high
quality content, but want to contribute our skills in planning, developing, producing, and licensing globally.
Like how the word “pingo” means to draw in Latin, we plan to draw out our animation dreams as Pingo
Entertainment.
Seeking : Pre-sales, Investors, Distribution Companies, Co-production Partners

Shasha & Milo
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Production Year _ In-Production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 22
Genre _ Action, Adventure, Comedy

We have partnered with Zodiak Kids to bring you 'ShaSha & Milo', an action, adventure, comedy series for ages 6-9.
The series follows the story of a pink cat called ShaSha and her long-lost twin brother Milo. These two discover that
they are next in a long line of shape-shifting guardians tasked with preventing dark magic from taking over their home,
Crescent Island.
As the new Crescent Moon Guardians ShaSha and Milo have gained the power to transform between cat and human
form. This power is unleashed when they join together their magical talismans embedded in their watches. Also,
as the new Guardian’s ShaSha and Milo can take on a third Hybrid form - this is when they are both at their most
formidable and most equipped to battle any villains that come their way.
Throughout the series, there will be many twists, turns and revelations, but our stories will be based on relatable
issues and situations regarding day to day life’s dramas all with a sprinkle of shape shifting transformation action.
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PIMPIM

Production Year _ Production Finished
Eps × Min _ 13 × 1.5
Genre _ Edutainment, Pre-school,
Music-based Animation

5 Emotion Songs Series
Day by day, our PimPim friends take a trip to a different place where they can make new friends and find various toys.
Everytime they encounter a new event, they feel, understand, and learn to express major emotions through dance
and music. Join them and make happy memories while learning basic social skills.
Kizel Series
It’s important to stay fit and healthy. Follow along with our PimPim friends to learn how to exercise safely and stay in
shape! PimPim friends will help kids to be happier and healthier through fun exercises and music.
Aqua Series
Come on, and join our PimPim friends on the yellow submarine! There is so much to see under the water. Explore the
ocean and learn about different sea creatures with them every episode.
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Pixtrend Inc.
Website. www.pixtrend.com
Add. #1108-2, ENC Dream Tower 7th, Digital-ro 9 Gil, 46, Geumcheon-Gu, 08512, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 565 4428 / Fax. +82 (0)2 565 4429 / E-mail. pixtrend@pixtrend.com

Pixtrend Inc. was established for the overall business consulting and marketing procedures within the
planning and distributing of various content, and uses its content business know-how accumulated over
several years to specialize in the planning, producing, co-producing, investment-procuring of animations,
additionally to domestic and overseas distributing tasks. It intends to cover the range of the production,
distribution and investment of worldwide content, as well as lead the way in the globalization of Korea’s
cultural content.
Seeking : TV/OTT/IPTV, Coproduction...

Nabi’s Adventure

Production Year _ 2022 / Planning
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Comic Sitcom

One winter day, alley cat “Nabi” was trying to rescue Minsong and Jiwan from a snowman. Since that day, “Nabi”
becomes to live together in their home. Now, “Nabi” is determined to take care of humans who were born without hair
and live in a tough world. “Nabi” has just begun his new life! He goes on a mission to solve the problems of humans
that he has to take care of as well as the problems of his old friends including Blackie, Brainy, Gugu, Waddles and
Crow.
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Virtual Guardians

Production Year _ 2019 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Action Adventure

Year 2032, not so long ahead. Humans were able to enjoy a variety of services conveniently within the VR system
called the Vavel City in various fields, including education, game and business. One peaceful day, however, a fatal
error occurs in AI, a critical part of the Vavel system, and it came to identify itself with horrifying artificial intelligence full
of greed and emotion. After that, Al calls itself God reigning over mankind, dominates the Vavel system and eventually
attempts to expand its reach to the reality of mankind!
In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the Vavel system, selected five genius boys and girls, and a clever puppy
as the so-called <Guardians>to defend mankind against the threat of the AI. Will they able to win the virtual battle
with the AI?
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Kong! Let’s go to school

Production Year _ 2018 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 52 × 15
Genre _ Comic Sitcom

Kong! Let's go to school. Kong is clumsy at everything. Kong is excited to enroll at school.
A new book bag, new shoes, and new friends. No wonder that she looks forward to it.
However, in order to attend a new school, she needs to buy suppliers, get vaccinations, and prepare so many other
things beforehand! The day before the entrance ceremony.
She wonders what her teacher would be like and who her desk partner is going to be!
She tries to sleep, but just can't. The next day, she is almost late for school, but manages to arrive safely!
Her teacher is friendly.
And getting into the same homeroom with her best friend Gaeul makes her incredibly happy!
She feels she can enjoy school life after all!
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RetroBot Inc.
Website. www.potendogs.com
Add. 55, Digital-ro 33-gil,Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)80 8611 6240 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6280 6095 / E-mail. dahllee@retrobot.co.kr

Since 2008, Retrobot has been growing to become the top 3D animation studio in Korea.
Many of our core members have been work partners even before the company was founded and have been
sharing a few common goals for over a decade.
• To create the best animations that families can sit together and enjoy
• To create animations that cherish culture and originality
• To discover and explore new frontiers of animation
With the flagship animation ‘Tobot’, we successfully redefined the genre that had been overlooked in Korea
for a long time. ‘Tobot’ is now receiving positive responses from viewers all over the world.
Seeking : Co-production, Investor, Licensing

PotenDogs

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 18 × 7 × 2 seasons
Genre _ Action, Fantasy, Comedy
Definition _ HD full 3D CGI

In this world, there are dogs that can transform into creatures of superpowers. They are called 'Potendogs', and
they are divided into two groups: ‘Podongnets’ that dreams peaceful coexistence with humans, and ‘Goldfangs’ that
holds grudge against all mankind. The two groups battle against each other everyday. However, humans are ignorant
of either what's happening in the world of dogs or how this can affect everyone's life.Then one day, ‘Kai’, the most
praised member of 'Podongnets', and ‘Wonsuk’, a shy boy who wants a dog of his own find each other by chance and
decide to work as partners. Fighting against ‘Goldfangs’ together, ‘Kai’ and 'Wonsuk' build special friendship. As time
goes, they meet up with other Potendogs and child Potendog-managers and all together, they carry out countless
missions to make the world a better place for both dogs and humans.
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Sopp Co., Ltd.
Website. www.sopp.co
Add. B1, 132, Jandari-ro, Mapo-Gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 323 7808 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6240 0892 / E-mail. info@sopp.co

SOPP, established in 2014 in Seoul, has being worked various character designs and toy development as
well as its own original IP projects of the SF adventure story.
Seeking : Investor / Co-Production Partner / Distributor

Galactic Pantz

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 8 × 22
Genre Action Comedy

A story of robot brothers with supernatural powers from outer space, the evil force that attempts to take over the
Earth using the robot brothers, and the people who do everything to stop the evil force.
On Juro, a planet of intelligent robot lifeform with emotions and supernatural powers, as a grown-up robot, Pollux is
attacked by an unidentified robot as a result crashes to Earth, far from Juro. During its fall to the ground, his body
reacts chemically with the Earth’s atmosphere. This process transforms his stunning look into a completely different
appearance of a fat chubby without his superpowers, suffering memory loss.
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Luckily, it is found, rescued, and given the name Pantz by Dr. Yoon Kang, a robot engineer. Meanwhile, the Someone
in the Juro who attacked Pollux is surprised to detect Pollux’s signals...
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Golden Panda

Production Year 2020
Eps × Min 24 × 22
Genre Action Comedy

EUGENE is only of the only kids in hi-tech CITY 78. Along with and his friends DOROTHY and SAMMY - the “Three
Musketeers” - he lives with his inventor parents surrounded by construction bots.
When disaster strikes, Eugene runs to his parents’ lab... but they are nowhere to be found.
That’s when he hears a voice from one of the new robots, dubbed GOLDEN PANDA. Before he knows it, Eugene
and his friends are piloting super-droids with minds of their own. Now they’ll save the city from whatever threats
arise... and try to find his missing parents.
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Sprinkles on Top
Website. www.sprinklesontop.co
Add. Seoul Korea
E-mail. antony@sprinklesontop.co

If you have a series, or a show in mind, Sprinkles on Top can take it to the next level. The sprinkles we
sprinkle add value, we make your IP look good while highlighting the series potential and value, so it stands
out.
It’s not just icing and tiny candy decorations, we help you understand the market by providing the right
recipe allowing you to make informed decisions that build a unique brand IP. Pre-production, Development,
Creativity and Consulting.
Doughnut worry – we have you covered.
Seeking : Awesome Content, Co-production Partners, Good Health and Happiness

Ancho-V

Production Year _ Pre-Production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 22
Genre _ Comedy - Action

ANCHO-V is a fish-out-of-water action-comedy about a trio of cybernetic FishKids learning to harness their megaawesome powers while helping their retired mad-scientist creator manage his wacky snack shop. This show will be
off-the-hook. It’s a 2D animated series - spliced with model building breaking live-action costumed kaiju battles.
ANCHO-V is about embracing your inner monster and understanding you can’t always control everything, including
your feelings, and that’s OK. It’s all about finding a balance and being the biggest little hero you can be with the
support of family, friends, and being the biggest little hero you can be.
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With over 1 million views on Tic Tok, thanks to Saturday Morning TV’s English Dubbing promotional content and some
amazing handmade action figures, this series is set to take the world by storm. We just need you. (Yes, you... reader)
and your company to join us in making a fantastic, nostalgic, viral, fun, toyetic, captivating show and will guarantee
you a promotion. (Unless you’re already the boss). In which case your stocks will increase. So, join ParkStar Media
with Sprinkles on Top to make the amazing ANCHO-V!!!
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Studio Gale
Website. www.studiogale.com
Add. 6
 4, Pangyo-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13486, South Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2805 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2752 / E-mail. tom@studiogale.com

Studio Gale is one of the leading 3D animation studios specializing in creating and producing global
animation based in South Korea. Tish Tash is the first Korean Creative Animation to be broadcasted on
BBC, UK and Grami’s Circus Show has been credited for it’s value on the international stage winning Best
TV Series for Teens at Cartoon on the Bay as well as being nominated at Annecy International Animation
Festival as well as Kids Emmy Awards. Journy of Long won the grand prize for Best Character at SPP.
Featured animation project Millionaire Woody was pitched at Cartoon Movie and our newest animation,
Tomoncar is the first animation series in Asia to be produced using Unity3D Engine.
Seeking : Co-Production, Distributor, Agency, Licensee.

Tomoncar

Production Year _ 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 60 × 3
Genre _ Edutainment

The Mischievous Speed Mania Raymon!
The World’s Cutest Minimon!
The Clever Fixer, Pictmon!
Powerful heroine yet Warm-hearted Milimon!
Sassy AI-Powered Electric Tomoncar, Elecmon!
Every day in the Tomon World where the monster cars live, big and small accidents happen.
But Tomoncars always help each other to solve problems and learn to cooperate.
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The adventure in Tomon World now begins!
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Tish Tash Sing Along

Production Year _ 2022 / In Production
Eps × Min _ 26 × 3
Genre _ Sing Along / Music Video

New 3D Animation Sing Along Series from the creator of Tish Tash.
Music content with Original Songs and Original Choreography that children can follow to enjoy regardless of region or
language. Dances and songs are easy to follow which are good to use for viral marketing.
Needs of new media content suitable for global target, since 3D character content are the purple ocean for music
content with higher demands in the market and efficient to produce.
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WillBengers Go Camping

Production Year _ 2022 / In Production
Eps × Min _ 1 × 72
Genre _ Action/Adventure

It’s always up to Sam to take care of the troubled little heros WillBengers. Unbearable, Sam declares a ban on
WillBengers’ superpowers and decides to go camping in a deserted mountain.
Sam thought he will have peace at the camping without any incidents or superpowers.
When Little Gumiho appeared at the campsite the peace is broken, but WillBengers and Sam’s fantastic adventure
begins!
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Studio TNT Co., Ltd.
Website. www.studiotnt.tv
Add. 2F, 148, Wausan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 3344 0176 / E-mail. lee@studiotnt.tv

STUDIO TNT is the bomb! Specializing in Animation Planning & Production.
Our goal is to create unique content targeted at the ever-changing market by focusing on themes
we enjoy that make an impact with devastating effect.
Our studio produces animations using Toonboom Harmony and Adobe Animate.
Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, Investment company, Distributor

Hero Circle

Production Year _ 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Comedy Action

In a world where 1 out of 100 people are gifted with powers, the citizens are used to dealing with Villains, Aliens, and
the Supernatural. There is a high school run by a Robot Dog. He gathers the students with superpowers form Hero
Circle. Now the members use their rebellious tendencies to save the other school clubs when they are in trouble.
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Mushymon Days

Production Year _ 2021 / In progress
Eps × Min _ 100 × 1.5
Genre _ Comedy / Non-Doalogue

Upon entering the game world, the heroic Kingdom Champions must battle against the mighty monsters of the Demon
Legion. A mere newb has no chance to defeat the hordes, so first, they must level up.
The puny, weak, useless, bland, easily defeated, timid, feeble, worthless, and most common Mushymon is the first
creature every player encounters.
So, once upon a time the Mushymon struggled to survive so they didn’t become coin fodder. Now they are the
unspoken heroes, and these are the Mushymon days.
The World in which the Mushymon lives was once a popular game, but as time went on and the updates waned and
the player numbers declined. With the reduced logins the NPC’s continued to spawn, and with no natural enemies,
the NPC’s flourished.
Every so often a player may return to the lower levels, but they are a rare sight to behold.
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Genius Jinn

Production Year _ 2022 / In progress
Eps × Min _ 52 × 7
Genre _ Comedy / Adventure

Jinn the magical genie is set free by a group of friends, instead of granting wishes he helps them discover the magic
of finding solutions by working together and exploring possibilities.
Rabbi, the rabbit and her friends find an old lamp in the forest.
Surprisingly, Lamppy, the Lamp was awaken after its deep sleep.
Lamppy decides to grant the wishes of the children by releasing the fairy Jinn trapped inside of him. However, the
children only wished to be friends with Jinn. Then, Jinn was free. Jinn teaches them wise ways to help them solve
problems on their own. ‘Jinn is a genius genie’
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Studio Vandal Co., Ltd.
Website. www.studiovandal.com
Add. (U-Dong, Busan Culture Content Complex) #810, 140 Suyeonggangbyeondaero
Haeundae-Gu, Busan, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10-6623-2033 / Fax. +82 (0)70-7778-9128 / E-mail. studiovandal@naver.com
Studio Vandal Co., Ltd. is a creative animation production studio, which was established on 2009 for the
development of animation cultural industry in Busan region. We have made outstanding progress in
producing domestic animation such as ‘The Little Stone Dodo’,‘The Alien Family JollyPolly’ and ‘YooHoo
and Friends’ and also, we have expanded our business field by using our animation characters for VR,
manufacturing dolls, activity toys, fashion clothing, opening musical plays, gallery and many more. Studio
Vandal Co., Ltd. is the leading company of animation industry in Busan.
Seeking : Buyer, Licensee

The Alien Family Jolly Polly

Production Year _ 2015 / Done
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Sitcom, Comedy
Definition _ HD

The cold planet ‘Jolly Polly’, a delightful adaptation period that occurs when jelly aliens crash-landing on Earth while
searching for a new planet to escape from the planet's warming. The ‘Jolly Polly’ family tries to conquer the Earth and
turn it into a cold planet, but their plan is cute...
The extraterrestrial family Jolly Polly's erratic operation causes only accidents every time, and they gradually become
friends with Earthlings.
Will their delightful challenge of conquering the earth be successful?!
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The Little Stone Dodo Season 1, 2

Production Year _ 2018, 2019/Done
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Family, Musical, Adventure, Friendship
Definition _ HD

The little stones Dodo, Remi, Fasol, Lati, and a caterpillar named Ggomji are friends who go around together. The five
always work together as they try to solve problems that arise in the forest. When they can’t solve a problem on their
own, the little stones and the caterpillar receive help from Grandpa Tree and other friends. They demonstrate that they
can accomplish anything and preserve the forest, as long as they work together and help each other.
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What are you doing Nini?

Production Year _ In production
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ School-life, Education, Sitcom
Definition _ HD

Pung Pung Island, a mysterious island where cute and adorable dinosaurs live. When the little dinosaurs here turn
seven, they enter a small dinosaur school hidden in the jungle. Wacky Nini and Mamaboy Dino appear at school
with half excitement, half fear and trembling! Dinosaur friends of all kinds, different in taste, appearance, personality,
skin color, and size, gathered together! It's still unfamiliar and a little scary, but we'll be friends soon, right? School
life where the pleasant troubles of the new students and the helpful classes of the friendly teachers are unfolding!!
Through school, Nini gets to know her friends who have many differences, one by one, and develops friendship and
cooperation, and grows into a wonderful dinosaur student. What exciting classes are waiting for you at Dinosaur
School?
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Studio W.Baba
Website. www.studiowbaba.com
Add. 4F., 869, Buil-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 332 9457 / Fax. +82 (0)2 332 2457 / E-mail. ymoon@studiobaba.com

Studio W.Baba is a creative animation studio. Our service include developing content / 3D animation
production and consulting. With a variety of animation content since its first broadcast on KBS in 2013, it
has expanded its business scope by producing works such as <Mask Masters>, <Hello Carbot>, <Magic
Adventures>, <Space Bug> and others. Recently, we have expanded our content to short-form animation
with various business, <B Family>.
Seeking : Broadcasting / Publisher / Licensee

B Family

Production Year _ 2021
Eps × Min _ 104 × 1.5
Genre _ Comedy

B Family is a comic animation that depicts everyday lives of vigorous characters residing in B Villa. Their lives seem
trivial at first but are filled with a series of touching humors and ridiculous accidents. Looking a bit chaotic, they will
share their feelings and humors as their stories progress.
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Sunwoo & Company Inc.
Website. www.sunwoo.com
Add. #1405, Kolon Digital Tower, 30 Digital-ro 32-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea, 08390
Tel. +82 (0)2 2103 8007 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2103 8096 / E-mail. kyulee@sunwoo.com

Founded in 1974 and celebrating nearly 50 years in the industry, Sunwoo is a leading IP business enterprise,
specializing in the production and distribution of animated content, as well as licensing and marketing for
entertainment and lifestyle brands.
Renowned as an established Netflix Original Animation Studio, we develop and produce top quality content
for the global market. Sunwoo also manages and represents some of the most recognized brands in the
world, linking them with high quality products and services through integrated licensing programs.
Seeking : Broadcaster, Distributor

DoReMi Dalimi

Production Year _ 2021 / Complete
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Preschool / Musical

DoReMi Dalimi is a musical animated series following the happy every days of a 5-year-old girl named Dalimi and
her family & friends.
Sweet and affectionate Dalimi always cares about everyone around her, from Dad who runs a cake shop and Mom
who works at an architect’s office, to kindergarten friends Sunny and Benji, warm-hearted grandpa, younger sister
Dalkong, and family pet dog Lucky. In each episode, we follow Dalimi’s daily life with her loved ones, and experience
what sees, hears, feels, and relates to.
So what new fun will Dalimi have at this another bright day?
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The Pinkfong Company Inc.
Website. www.pinkfong.com/en/
Add. 5th Floor, 94, Myeongdal-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3470 6807 / E-mail. gemma@pinkfong.com

The Pinkfong Company is Pinkfong Baby Shark producer and IP holder. Our “Baby Shark Dance” video is
the No.1 most-viewed video in YouTube history and “Pinkfong Songs and Stories” is the top kids YouTube
channel with 90 million subscribers worldwide (as of December 2021).
The Pinkfong Company produces and distributes online and offline content for children such as educational
games and animation. Pinkfong is a kids' brand specializing in short animated videos for preschoolers. More
than 5,000 Pinkfong videos with colorful visuals and catchy songs are available on a variety of channels
including Pinkfong mobile apps, Netflix, YouTube, Amazon video and other OTT channels, as well as linear
TV across the globe.
Seeking : Co-production, Broadcaster, Distributor

Baby Shark Songs & Stories

Production Year _ 2021 / Complete
Eps × Min _ 90 × 1 (3 × 30)
Genre _ Nursery Rhyme

Sing, dance, and play the Best Baby Shark Songs and Stories!
‘Baby Shark Songs & Stories’ is a compilation of all different types of Pinkfong Baby Shark Dance songs to Baby
Shark's kids animation debut series.
Enjoy the remix collection, from the Original Baby Shark Dance Song to Christmas, Halloween versions and More!
Also, move your body, sing along with the Baby Shark Family, and meet your favorite Baby Shark characters! Last but
not least, join Baby Shark Brooklyn and his friends' fin-omenal adventure in the ocean. What will happen to the Shark
Family? Let's follow them and see what they are up to!
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Sing along with Baby Shark - 60 eps. x 1 min. (also available in 2 eps. x 30 min. format)
Baby Shark Remix and Medley - 30 eps. x 1 min. (also available in 1 ep. x 30 min. format)
Baby Shark Brooklyn Story - 12 eps. x 12 min.
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Pinkfong Wonderstar

Production Year _ 2020 / Complete
Eps × Min _ 52 × 11
Genre _ Preschool

Meet Pinkfong and Hogi, team Wonderstar!
When Pinkfong crashes into the roof of a house in Wonderville, he finds the perfect best friend and problem solving
partner, Hogi. Pinkfong’s magic and endless enthusiasm and Hogi’s encyclopedic knowledge inspires them to open
Wonderstar, a problem solving service for the townspeople of Wonderville - and beyond.
Faced with a challenge? Ask Pinkfong and Hogi for help anytime - because no problem is too big for team Wonderstar!
Or too small!
Find out how they grow up together and build stronger friendships. Every episode is full of important values of life like
friendship, courage, teamwork, curiosity, integrity, empathy, compassion and gratitude. We have created enjoyable
experiences for kids in the form of beautiful 3D animation where children can learn important lessons in life while
simply enjoying our friendly characters and exciting stories. Never miss out on the toe-tapping, catchy music in every
episode. Pinkfong Wonderstar Season 1 52eps. x 11 min. | CGI Animation
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Pinkfong Wonderstar :
Sing-Along Concert

Production Year _ 2022 / In production
Eps × Min _ 1 × 70
Genre _ Preschool

You are invited to Pinkfong Wonderstar’s first-ever concert!
Pinkfong Wonderstar: Sing-Along Concert, 70 min CGI, is in production for theatrical release in 2022.
The movie is filled with the best kids' songs, from 3 different versions of Baby Shark “doo doo doo doo doo doo” in the
sea to the mighty Tyrannosaurus Rex, police car song, and creepy Halloween series!
Not only the performances, this show also has a story that’s relatable to every child.
The most beloved children’s characters, Pinkfong and Hogi, hold a concert with friends in Wonderville for all the fans
worldwide. While preparing for the concert, the conflict begins with all the different ideas of making a ‘perfect’ concert.
Will Pinkfong and friends be able to overcome the problems and start the show?
In the end, you may figure out fantastic teamwork and friendship.
Join <Pinkfong Wonderstar: Sing-Along Concert> with popular children’s songs with super creative and fun
performances!
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You Need Character Co., Ltd.
Website. www.youneedcharacter.com
Add. ICT Cultural Convergence Center, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 3479 3323 / E-mail. ync.happy01@gmail.com

You Need Character is a character creation and animation production company, established in 2017. From
the initial launch of the business, we aimed to approach the global market.
The first animation work 'Cricket Pang' is currently being aired in India, Korea, Canada, and Europe on
TV and other digital platforms. Further, the next upcoming work 'Bong Bong Guardian' is scheduled to be
completed within 2022, which will carry out various business projects internationally.
We wish to have a strong partnerships with good companies and share the bright vision with promising IP.
Seeking : Distributor, Co-production partners

Cricket Pang

Production Year _ 2019-2020
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Kids Animation

Cricket Pang is a light-hearted and comical animation with five animal characters targetting preschool audiences from
ages 5 to 7. Each episode contains stories of friendship, conflict resolutions, cooperation and creativity in ways that
children can easily understand and learn from.
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Bong Bong guardian

Production Year _ 2021-2022
Eps × Min _ 26 × 11
Genre _ Kids Animation

Bong Bong Guardian is about Six teenage guardians, the mascots and heroes of the clean ‘Bong Bong Island’. Each
of them spend their ordinary days, until when there is trouble on the island. The little heroes dispatch faster than
anyone else to solve the cases. And one day, On the peaceful island, the self-proclaimed villain of the universe, Prince
Dark of the Kingdom of Bully, appears.
Prince Dark, fell in love with the beauty of Bong Bong Island and plans a plot to steal the island and make it into his
own Kingdom.
Meanwhile, the headquarters of the Guardians’ hideout ‘Wind Hill Research Center’ is flooded with requests for help.
All sorts of strange events have begun to take place, such as the farm’s collapse and the environment’s destruction,
etc... And everywhere that’s happened, there’s a strange flag...!
Will the six Guardians be able to defeat the villain Prince Dark and defend the peaceful island today?
The story of the teenage guards begins now!
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Young Toys Inc.
Website. www.youngtoys.com/eng/index.do
Add. 04410, 7-9F, Gomwas B/D, 11-gil,12 Hannam-daero, Youngsan-gu, Seoul
Tel. +82 (0)2 3484 0796 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3484 0708 / E-mail. jinakim@youngtoys.com

Since its foundation in 1980, Young Toys has been the leading South Korean toy manufacturer with
proprietary animated IPs.
Its flagship properties TOBOT, Kongsuni, Secret Jouju, and Super 10 are expanding its presence in the
global market, adding onto its creative and innovative product lines thorugh continuous research and
development. Its flagship boys' action property, TOBOT, has a presences in 100+ countries across the
globe, and on the back of more than 4,700 mins of produced content, Young Toys has sold more than 17
Million units of TOBOT toys up to date.
Young Toys will continue to actively engage in global business, and strive to develop richer and more
enjoyable toys for children all over the world.
Seeking : Broadcaster, Media platform, Investor

Super10

Production Year _ 2021-2022 / Post production
Eps × Min _ (S1) 52 × 11 / (S2) 52 × 11
Genre _ Boys action, Adventure

Omega, in his pursuit for power sets his eyes on the Super Stone, a stone born from the core of the Earth. In order
to protect the Super Stone from Omega, the other Superions broke the Super Stone into 10 fragments and hid them
within time-space pockets in order to protect the stone and themselves. Now, Omega has found traces of the Super
Stone fragments, and the Superions must be gathered again to protect the Earth from destruction. Only by finding
the 10 fragments and the 10 chosen Superions can the Super Stone be fused again, thereby stopping the destruction
of the Earth. Watch as our heroes travel throgh space and time, finds the Superions and the Super Stone fragments
while batting the forces of Omega..
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TOBOT Galaxy detectives

Production Year _ 2020-2022 / Complete
Eps × Min _ (S1) 52 × 11 / (Spin-off) 20 × 11 /
(S2) 48 × 11 / (S3) 32 × 11
Genre _ Boys action, Adventure

A normal kid living in the peaceful "Smile City"! A boy brought up with love and care by parents that run a Hamburger
shop... that is until the "Space Pirates(TBC)" invaded Earth. And what's this? Dad's a legendary Tobot pilot? How
could Dad be someone legendary? What's going on? And now, it's my turn to protect my friends and family and write
my own legend?! A comedy drama where "Taepoong(TBC)" grows into a hero along with his Tobot companions.
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Kongsuni

Production Year _ 2015-Current / On-going
Eps × Min _ (S1) 52 × 7 / (S2) 52 × 7 /
(S3) in production) 21 × 7
Genre _ Preschool / Family / Comedy

For five year-old Kongsuni life is one big, beautiful adventure. Whether it's at home, at school or on the playground,
everyday experiences have a way of becoming exceptional when this little girl is around! One minute she’s flying an
airplane through the clouds, next, she’s a top chef working on a culinary masterpiece. Then, a superhero swooping in
to save the day. There's never a dull moment in Kongsuni's world! The secret? Her best friend: a magical talking owl
named Seyo. Any awesome scenario that Kongsuni dreams up, Seyo can make into reality with his special powers.
And the coolest part is that no one else knows about him! While she loves hopping through fantasy worlds, Kongsuni
is still very close to her real-life family. She adores her little sister Chloe, and spends lots of time playing with and
taking care of her. Their Mom works from home, so she's always around to lend a hand when Kongsuni gets into
a sticky situation. Growing up isn’t always easy, but with Kongsuni and her friends it's sure to be exciting. Together
they explore, learn about nature, and go on wild journeys! Plus Seyo is always nearby, ready to help navigate all the
challenges that childhood throws their way. Kongsuni’s imagination has no limits, and neither does the fun she's going
to have! Everyone's invited along for the ride - including you!
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Kidscreen Summit 2022
5Bricks

MOSTAPES

Aurora World Corporation

Pingo Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Campfire Aniworks Co., Ltd.

Pixtrend Inc.

Character Factory MANGCHI

RetroBot Inc.

Chungdahm Media Inc.

Sopp Co., Ltd.

DooBar Inc.

Sprinkles on Top

DreamFactoryStudio

Studio Gale

Electural

Studio TNT Co., Ltd.

Homecafe Project

Studio Vandal Co., Ltd.

ICONIX

Studio W.Baba

KidsLoop Co., Ltd.

Sunwoo & Company Inc.

LOCO Co., Ltd.

The Pinkfong Company Inc.

MESE

You Need Character Co., Ltd.

Moggozi Co., Ltd.

Young Toys Inc.

Monster Studio

